These lectures are concerned with the dynamics of tunneling phenomena in condensed phase or biological environments. Proton transfer reactions in solution o er a typical example. In the absence of interaction with a medium, such processes would display the characteristic behaviors observed in the gas phase: symmetric systems prepared in a localized state exhibit coherent tunneling oscillations, while localization is maintained inde nitely in o -resonant cases, i.e. if the energy mismatch b e t ween the zeroth order states exceeds signi cantly the tunneling splitting. When the proton transfer system is embedded in a nite-temperature liquid or solid host, interactions between the tunneling coordinates and those of the medium alter drastically the observed dynamics. In general, these interactions manifest themselves as loss of coherence and energy dissipation, leading to Boltzmann equilibrium. Tunneling oscillations are then either damped or completely suppressed, and transfer to the deeper of two potential wells in asymmetric cases becomes possible via phonon-assisted tunneling and related processes. Within the framework of classical mechanics, coupling to phonons is felt by the system of interest as friction and the ensuing dynamics is described by the generalized Langevin equation. The latter often contains memory terms that arise through a time-dependent friction kernel.
An intriguing question concerns the possibility of manipulating the tunneling dynamics by driving the system with an external time-dependent force. This can be accomplished by coupling the system to electromagnetic radiation and requires, in general, a change in the systems dipole moment. Modern laser technology produces light that possesses a number of desirable features, including high intensity, coherence, ultrafast and or shaped pulses and phase-locked sequences. It is thus conceivable that one might be able to oppose or at least delay the onset of thermal equilibrium, leading the system to a desirable state. If such a process can be performed reversibly, one can imagine creating a microscopic quantum switch an elementary device which stores information depending on whether the system proton or electron or exciton is on the left or right state. Similarly, high-yield, reversible signal transmission is a very desirable goal in the design of molecular wires.
Quantum mechanical calculations of the dynamics in harmonic dissipative e n vironments are possible via an iterative procedure for evaluating Feynman's path integral. 1,2 Although the process of projecting out the bath degrees of freedom introduces nonlocal memory e ects to the dynamics of the system of interest, such that the reduced density matrix does not satisfy a di erential equation, iterative propagation is still feasible by virtue of the nite time span of such correlations in dissipative media. Thus, a reduced density functional is propagated forward in time via multiplication with an appropriate propagator which includes nonlocal interactions that span the relevant memory length. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] Section 2 below reviews the iterative s c heme employed in the propagation. Section 3 discusses tunneling phenomena in symmetric double well potentials coupled to generic dissipative e n vironments. Time-dependent driving is introduced in section 4. That section discusses the e ects of periodic driving simulating monochromatic light in isolated two-level systems and also in the presence of interaction with a dissipative bath. Finally, some concluding remarks and a brief account of future directions are given in section 5.
Methodology
Throughout Below w e describe a procedure based on Feynman's path integral formulation of timedependent quantum mechanics. This alternate description of quantum theory is based on the principle of interference, such that transition amplitudes are expressed as sums of complex-valued amplitudes along all paths available to the system of interest. 1,2,10,11
To arrive at a convenient path integral expression the time evolution operator for a time step of length t is split symmetrically according to the time-dependent reference Hamiltonian H 0 t : Ut + t; t exp,iH , H 0 t=2 hU 0 t + t; t exp,iH , H 0 t=2 h 3 Here U 0 t is the time evolution operator that corresponds to the reference H 0 t and satis es the operator equation i h @ @ t Ut; t 0 = H 0 tUt; t 0 : 4 Note that the bath Hamiltonian H , H 0 t is independent of time.
The reference H 0 t corresponds to an adiabatic separation of the system and bath degrees of freedom. 12 Speci cally, for each xed value of the system coordinate s, this reference corresponds to the time-dependent potential along the one-dimensional minimum energy path x j = c j s=m j ! 2 j . In the limit where the bath responds in nitely rapidly the motion is con ned along the narrow potential valley surrounding the adiabatic path and the above c hoice provides an excellent zeroth order Hamiltonian.
Use The number M of states required for convergence of the path integral is governed by the energy spread of the initial system density matrix, the strength of the system-bath coupling and the temperature. Apart from leading to numerically exact time evolution, the above numerical procedure leads to truncated propagators which unlike the full propagator which for short time oscillates as exp is 0 ,s" 2 are only mildly oscillatory and spatially con ned. 13 This behavior is illustrated in Fig. 1 , which compares the real part of the e ective propagator for a harmonic oscillator calculated according to Eq. 1 with the exact free particle propagator frequently employed in path integral calculations.
The factor F in Eq. 8 is an in uence functional 14 that arises from integrating out the bath degrees of freedom which e n ter the path integral as Gaussian variables. This procedure introduces nonlocal interactions cf. the coe cients kk 0 which are analogous to the memory terms in the classical generalized Langevin equation. 15 Because of these nonlocal terms, Eq. 5 is not equivalent to a di erential equation. However, the nonlocal interactions in the in uence functional are determined by the response function of the bath, which decays if the latter describes a macroscopic, dissipative e n vironment. Dropping nonlocal interactions between points separated by a time interval greater than a characteristic memory time t m chosen as an integer multiple of the time step allows decomposition of the multidimensional integral in Eq. 5 into a series of lower-dimensional operations. 3-8 Speci cally, an array 8 functional 16 R of statistically signi cant path segments that span the memory time is propagated forward in time through multiplication with an appropriate propagator matrix T:
The array R can be viewed as a multi-time generalization of the reduced density matrix of the subsystem of interest. The elements of the matrix T and the Monte Carlo procedure for selecting statistically signi cant path segments are described in detail in Ref. 8 . At each iteration, projection of the array R yields the reduced density matrix of the system. Note that if the Hamiltonian depends explicitly on time the appropriate path segments may v ary during the propagation. 
. T unneling e ects in barrier crossing
Common isomerization reactions involve t wo stable potential wells separated by a barrier along a reaction coordinate. Typically, the top of the barrier in an n-dimensional potential surface is characterized by n,1 stable modes and one of negative curvature. In the condensed phase and under common conditions the populations of the reactant and product wells follow an exponential rate law. Calculation of the rate constant presents an intriguing problem and has been a subject of intense theoretical work. For a review see Ref. 17 . The classical transition state approximation 18,19 is the simplest theory of barrier crossing and leads to a simple expression for the rate constant. Its basic assumption is that all trajectories that reach the transition state i.e., the barrier top are reactive. A statistical estimate of the fraction of trajectories with su cient energy to reach the transition state leads to the rate expression. The resulting rate is proportional to the ratio of partition functions in the reactant w ell and at the transition state. Since transition state theory TST neglects dynamical recrossings that can lead back to reactants, this approximation tends to overestimate the rate within the framework of classical mechanics. The ratio of the exact rate constant to that predicted by transition state theory is known as the transmission factor.
At high temperature the dynamics is activated, i.e. the probability of crossing the barrier is equal to the Boltzmann factor. This gives rise to the usual Arrhenius temperature dependence of the rate. In this regime the rate depends nonmonotonically on solvent friction. Initially, increase of the friction strength implies enhanced interaction with the environment, facilitating energy ow in and out of the reaction coordinate and increasing the rate constant. However, once the friction reaches a critical value that ensures rapid energy exchange, the motion becomes di usive; in this regime further increase of the friction pararmeter slows down the reaction. These e ects are associated with multiple dynamical recrossings of the transition state region and therefore can only decrease the classical rate with respect to the TST estimate.
The above behavior of the classical rate constant was originally established by Kramers 20 for a process whose dynamics satis es the memory-free Langevin equation. In recent y ears this theory has been generalized and extended by several workers. Grote and Hynes have obtained 21 a successful description in the large friction regime. Pollak has shown 21 that the Kramers-Grote-Hynes theory is equivalent t o a T S T treatment in the normal mode coordinates of the transition state. Pollak, Grabert and H anggi 22 have w orked out a uni ed theory that predicts the rate turnover. The results of these approximations are compared to the exact classical rate obtained via trajectory simulations 23 in Fig. 2 for a model double well potential coupled to a generic harmonic bath of Ohmic spectral density. The agreement b e t ween simulation results and approximate theoretical treatments is striking.
At i n termediate temperatures quantum mechanical tunneling through the potential barrier begins to compete with thermal activation. In this regime one observes rate enhancement due to tunneling corrections. The latter can be quite sizable and can lead to transmission factors that signi cantly exceed unity. Wolynes has developed 24 a quantum mechanical version of the Grote-Hynes theory. Miller has shown 25 that the rate can generally be expressed in terms of a periodic instanton orbit on the inverted barrier potential. Voth and coworkers have developed a quantum transition state approximation based on imaginary time path integral simulations in which the centroid of the path is constrained to lie at the barrier top. 26,27 Due to their neglect of dynamical effects, these approximations break down at small friction strengths. Quantum mechanical turnover theories have been developed by H anggi, Pollak and Grabert 28 and by Rips and Pollak. 29 These approximations are compared to accurate path integral simulations performed by T opaler and Makri 23 in Fig. 3 . In these calculations the rate constant was obtained by calculating the reactive ux correlation function proposed by Miller et al. 30 Below a c haracteristic crossover" temperature tunneling e ects begin to dominate. The crossover temperature depends on the strength of dissipation and thus thermal activation can prevail at large values of the dissipation parameter even though the process is charactetized by deep tunneling at the same temperature in the small friction regime. In this regime the reaction rate is typically orders of magnitude larger than that predicted by the Boltzmann factor. At these temperatures the Kramers turnover is shifted to very small values of the dissipation parameter, such that for all practical purposes the rate decreases monotonically with friction. Numerical path integral results for the rate below the crossover temperature are presented in Fig. 4 and compared to the results of approximate treatments. Common analytical approaches in this regime employ instanton periodic orbit ideas. 25 Approximate evaluations of the resulting expression generally succeed at capturing the order of magnitude of the rate but fail near the crossover. The centroid approximation produces results that are qualitatively correct and even fairly accurate at strong friction but underestimates the rate at small values of the system-bath coupling strength. Such behavior is at rst unexpected of a theory employing transition state ideas, since dynamical recrossing can only decrease the rate within the classical mechanical approximation. Thus, the origin of the positive dynamical corrections observed in Fig. 4 is purely quantum mechanical. As is seen in Fig. 5 , the quantum reactive ux exhibits a step structure in this regime, increasing with a period equal to the period of motion in the reactant w ell. This e ect is reminiscent of the rate enhancement due to resonances suggested by Onuchic and Wolynes for nonadiabatic reaction rates. 31 It is intriguing that coherence e ects persist and a ect signi cantly the rate in a regime where the dynamics is characterized by incoherent exponential decay. revealed sizable contributions from tunneling on the site-to-site hopping rate of hydrogen impurities in crystalline silicon even at room temperature. This study also identi ed a peculiar isotope e ect which arises from the mass-dependent zero point energy of the hydrogen vibration in the direction perpendicular to the line connecting two stable minima. Such e ects may h a ve implications for the performance of silicon devices.
Control of dissipative tunneling
Apart from studying the interplay b e t ween tunneling and dissipation in barrier crossing events, an intriguing question concerns the possibility o f i n terfering with the spontaneous evolution of a system to bias the ensuing dynamics toward a desired product state. Such e ects may be feasible via coupling the system to coherent electromagnetic radiation produced by a laser, although the extent to which selectivity m a y b e a c hievable as well as the optimal parameters remain open questions.
The interaction of electromagnetic radiation with tunneling systems can lead to a variety o f i n triguing behaviors and has been a subject of numerous studies. For simplicity, often only the lowest tunneling doublet is considered explicitly, giving rise to a two-level system TLS which within the classical treatment of the radiation eld is driven by a time-dependent force. Coupling of the driven TLS to a dissipative e n vironment results in even more complex dynamical e ects. Because the dissipative TLS provides an adequate model of such diverse phenomena as electron transfer reactions, impurity tunneling in crystals and charge oscillations in semiconductor double quantum well structures, its understanding is vital in several areas of chemistry and physics. The addition of coherent radiation introduces new parameters, o ering the intriguing possibility of manipulating such processes in a desirable manner.
Most previous work on driven two-level systems has been concerned with the issue of localization. In the absence of dissipation, the addition of a simple oscillatory driving term can under certain conditions quench tunneling in a symmetric TLS, maintaining inde nitely spatial localization of a left-or right-localized TLS state. 33,34 This phenomenon is related to a degeneracy in the driven TLS quasienergy spectrum when the eld intensity and frequency satisfy a certain optimal localization" condition. Interaction with a dissipative bath o ers the possibility of delocalization via destruction of phase coherence, generally leading the TLS to a time-dependent steady state. Recent studies 35-37 have shown that even though dissipation eventually destroys localization, the rate of delocalization is generally small under low temperature and weak friction conditions.
Perhaps surprisingly, localization e ects do not disappear gradually as the temperature and dissipation strength are increased. Recent work 38,39 revealed a novel universal" regime in dissipative t wo-level systems driven by a high-frequency periodic term of the type V 0 cos ! 0 t , which represents the classical limit of a monochromatic continuous-wave electromagnetic eld. By resorting to the quantized representation of the radiation eld and employing semiclassical arguments and results from nonadiabatic rate theory, Makri and Wei argued 38 that the decay rate of an initially localized state at high temperature is largely insensitive to the characteristics of the environment when the dissipation parameter is su ciently large to suppress phase interference, decreasing as the inverse of the eld amplitude. In this regime the lifetime of localized states can be extended signi cantly with the aid of strong monochromatic elds. Accurate path integral calculations 38,39 have con rmed this e ect and explored the deviations from universal delocalization behavior. Fig. 6 shows the average TLS position as a function of time for an Ohmic TLS driven by an optimal eld at the temperature k B T = 10 h , where 2 h is the tunneling splitting of the bare TLS, at three values of the dimensionless dissipation parameter = 2 = h . In the absence of dissipation = 0 i t i s seen that the average TLS position maintains its initial value of unity at all times that are multiples of the eld period. With nite friction the localized state displays essentially incoherent dynamics with a small-amplitude oscillatory component superposed on the overall exponential decay.
The delocalization rate is shown in Fig. 7 for a symmetric TLS as a function of the dissipation parameter for an Ohmic TLS in the absence of driving and with two elds of the same amplitude whose frequencies correspond to generic and optimal conditions. It is seen that both driving elds enhance signi cantly the lifetime of a localized state. Most importantly, the delocalization rate displays the same plateau that spans a wide range of friction strength in both systems driven by the same intensity eld, irrespective o f t h e precise values of the driving frequencies and in spite of the fact that the dissipationsless dynamics are vastly di erent in these two cases. The friction-independent v alue of the rate in the plateau regime is in excellent agreement with the theoretical prediction based on a semiclassical treatment of the quantized eld model. 38 With weak or moderate dissipation the driven TLS decay rate is generally small compared to its eld-free value. The path integral results con rmed that the delocalization rate in the plateau regime is also largely independent of temperature.
As shown in Fig. 7 , the decay constant deviates from its medium-independent value at small values of the dissipation parameter, exhibiting behavior sensitive to the parameters of the eld as well as those of the environment. As phase factors prevail in the weak friction regime, constructive or destructive phase interference leads to increase or decrease of the rate with respect to its plateau value. The non-monotonic variation of these phase factors leads to an interesting antiresonance" pattern where the TLS lifetime exhibits several maxima which become more pronounced as the eld frequency is increased up to about V 0 = h . This e ect is illustrated in Fig. 8 . At zero dissipation even small departure from the rigorous localization condition causes destruction of localization and the lifetime peaks become delta functions. With nite friction these peaks acquire a width. As a consequence, the lifetime of localized states can be extended even with signi cant deviation from optimal conditions. At small driving frequencies neighboring peaks overlap, resulting in small uctuations of the TLS delocalization rate about the plateau value. At high driving frequency the lifetime decreases monotonically to the force-free dissipative TLS value. Finally, when the dissipation becomes su ciently strong, state-speci c e ects induced by phase interference are wiped out and the lifetime becomes only very weakly dependent on driving frequency. It is intriguing that the presence of external asymmetry does not a ect signi cantly the TLS lifetime in the moderate dissipation universal rate regime. However, the delocalization rate of a weakly dissiapative tunneling system is modi ed drastically. When the TLS bias is su ciently di erent f r o m a m ultiple of the driving frequency, localized states are preserved inde nitly in the absence of dissipation. With weak dissipation the decay is slow in such cases. Near-resonant driving leads to di erent behaviors, depending on the eld intensity. Generally, increasing asymmetry tends to broaden the lifetime peaks seen in a driven symmetric dissipative TLS. However, new sharp peaks emerge as the asymmetry grows. 40 These sharp antiresonance peaks correspond to localization conditions that are modi ed due to the presence of bias.
Conclusions and outlook
The quantum dynamics of low-dimensional systems interacting with harmonic dissipative media can be obtained from accurate path integral calculations. The procedure described in this lecture is successful because it circumvents the phase cancellation problem that plagues conventional approaches. This is accomplished by using physically motivated reference propagators that allow the use of large time steps and evaluating the multidimensional path integral iteratively on a grid. The scheme converges to the full quantum mechanical result with decreasing time step and increasing memory length.
It is fortunate that the system-bath model employed throughout this lecture provides a successful description of many processes in the condensed phase, including some cases where the interatomic forces are very anharmonic. 2,31,41 It fails to give an accurate picture in those cases where nonlinear e ects dominate, as with strong collisions in dilute uids or with energy ow in highly excited polyatomic molecules. Accurate modeling of such phenomena requires the development o f n o vel techniques for solving the manyparticle Schrdinger equation. This goal is extremely demanding, and one can only hope that progress can be made in certain favorable limits. Future research in our group will explore such directions.
